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Leeward Community College 
2015 Annual Report of Instructional Program Data

Tutoring Services
Program did not provide date of the last comprehensive review.

Program Description

INTRODUCTION

The mission of the Learning Resource Center (LRC) is to help students succeed in their courses; help students become better learners; help
students at all levels of ability and preparation; provide LRC student employees with opportunities for personal and professional
development; provide students with a comfortable, supportive, and attractive learning environment; and assist faculty by providing
supplemental resource materials and support services.

Description of LRC Tutoring Program:  The Learning Resource Center’s peer tutoring program includes two different tutoring services,
Writing Consulting and Content Tutoring. Since the opening of Leeward’s Learning Commons in August 2012, these services have been
delivered in separate locations, the Writing Center and the LRC.

Writing Consultants (WCs) assist students with writing assignments for any subject, at any stage of the writing process.  They also assist with
scholarship essays and college success skills, including reading, note taking, and time management.  Writing consultants work with
individual students by appointment and on a walk-in basis, as well as online (via Skype), by telephone, and, working as a team, assisting
students in small groups in in-class workshops (ICWs). Writing consultants also offer various workshops, including Focused Workshops
(FWs) for small groups on topics like Sentence Errors, Verb Tense, and Time Management; scholarship workshops for Native Hawaiian
students in Halau ‘Ike o Pu’uloa; and a COMPASS brush-up program.

Content tutors (CTs) assist students with content courses across the curriculum.  Tutoring is offered for diverse subjects in business and
technology, humanities, languages, social science, and sciences.  Most content tutoring is one-to-one, but various group sessions are offered,
including weekly language conversation groups (since Fall 2009) led by native speaker tutors or volunteers; review sessions before exams for
social science and science courses; and large workshops on science success skills led by teams of science tutors. Drop-in tutoring outside the
LRC has been offered since Fall 2010 in science study areas; more recently, drop-in and in-class tutoring was offered for a wider range of
courses using grant funds.

Other Leeward CC tutoring: 
Math tutoring is not offered by the LRC and is not funded through Academic Support; it is offered by the Math Lab and through the Math
Department of the Math & Science Division.  Tutoring at LCC-Wai’anae is funded through that campus’ budget and overseen by LCC-W
personnel.  Math tutoring for DevEd courses is included in the metrics for this report, but other Math and Wai’anae tutoring are not included
in this report.  

Part I. Quantitative Indicators

Overall Program Health: Not Yet Applied
 

Student and Faculty Information Program Year  12-13 13-14 14-15
1 Annual Unduplicated Student Headcount 10,050 10,187 9,756

 2 Annual FTE Faculty 186 194 199
2a Annual FTE Staff 194 206 208
3 Annual FTE Student 4,345 4,272 4,179

 

Demand Indicators Program Year Demand Health Call12-13 13-14 14-15

4 Unduplicated number of students tutored in
one-on-one sessions per student FTE 0.3 0.5 0.4

Not Yet
Applied5

Unduplicated students enrolled in Dev/Ed
classes who were tutored per number of
students enrolled in Dev/Ed classes

0.1 0.2 0.2
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Efficiency Indicators Program Year Efficiency Health Call12-13 13-14 14-15

6 Tutor contact hours per tutor paid hours in
one-on-one sessions 0.73 .500 .535

Not Yet
Applied7 Duplicated number of students tutored in

groups per tutor paid hours 7.82 .23 .818

8 Tutoring Budget per student contact hours $43 $40 $34
 

Effectiveness Indicators Program Year Effectiveness Health Call12-13 13-14 14-15

9 Students who receive tutoring should pass their tutored
course 83 79 82

Not Yet Applied

Community College Survey of Student Engagement
(CCSSE)

Survey Year
2010 2012 2014

10 4.h. Tutored or taught other students
  Mean 1.38 1.39 1.47
  Very Often 3.1% 3.7% 2.7%
  Often 5.0% 5.3% 7.4%
  Sometimes 18.4% 18.6% 19.6%
  Never 73.5% 72.5% 70.3%

11 13.1.d. Frequency of using peer or other tutoring
  Mean 1.59 1.49 1.65
  Often 11.6% 12.7% 11.4%
  Sometimes 23.6% 24.6% 26.5%
  Rarely/Never 44.8% 42.9% 44.5%
  N/A 20.0% 19.8% 17.8%

12 13.2.d. Satisfaction with peer or other tutoring
  Mean 2.37 2.19 2.38
  Very 27.2% 28.5% 27.2%
  Somewhat 24.7% 22.2% 28.9%
  Not At All 5.9% 7.7% 4.8%
  N/A 42.2% 41.6% 39.0%

13 13.3.d. Importance of peer or other tutoring
  Mean 2.29 2.15 2.33
  Very 48.5% 52.3% 45.9%
  Somewhat 32.2% 31.7% 36.5%
  Not At All 19.4% 16% 17.7%

14 13.1.e. Frequency of using skill labs - writing, math, etc.
  Mean 1.62 1.74 1.76
  Often 12.9% 12.7% 18.5%
  Sometimes 24.9% 24.6% 24.8%
  Rarely/Never 44.7% 42.9% 40.3%
  N/A 17.5% 19.8% 16.4%

15 13.2.e. Satisfaction with skill labs - writing, math, etc.
  Mean 2.35 2.29 2.39
  Very 27.0% 27.8% 28.5%
  Somewhat 28.0% 24.1% 29.9%
  Not At All 5.7% 6.8% 7.2%
  N/A 39.3% 41.3% 34.4%

16 13.3.e. Importance of skill labs - writing, math, etc.
  Mean 2.36 2.23 2.43
  Very 52.8% 52.8% 53.2%
  Somewhat 30.1% 32.9% 32.1%
  Not At All 17.1% 14.3% 14.7%

Last Updated: November 16, 2015
 

Glossary

https://www.hawaii.edu/offices/cc/arpd/docs/2015_Academic_Support_Services_Tutoring_Glossary.pdf
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Part II. Analysis of the Program

Results of prior year’s action plans: 
Action Plan Item: Continue to provide and assess diverse, peer-delivered academic support services that meet current student and campus
needs.  
Both the LRC and Writing Center continue to offer broad-based services across the curriculum.

LRC: The varied LRC services described above continue to be well-utilized. In AY 2014-15, a mini-grant from the Student Success
Committee provided LRC tutoring support outside the LRC for a broader range of courses. Grant-funded services offered included drop-in
tutoring for some computer science courses, physics, and a biology course. Some science drop-in sessions were problem-solving sessions in
which the tutor presented a problem and coached students as they worked through it. Weekly in-class tutoring was also offered for some
accounting and business computing, first-semester foreign language, and digital art courses. 

Tutoring outside of LRC – Fall 2014 & Spring 2015

Type of tutoring Courses supported # of
contacts Notes

Drop-in
(continuing)

6 (CHEM,
ZOOL/BIOL) 1370 In science study areas –

regular funding

Drop-in (new) 6 (ICS, EE, PHYS,
BIOL)  236 In classrooms – grant

funded

In-class
14 (34 sections:
ACC, BUS, DART,
CHN, HAW, KOR,
JPNS, SPAN)

1348 During class – grant
funded

TOTALS 26 courses, 14
disciplines 2954  

The above service counts are not included in the course grade tracking (effectiveness measure) because “contacts” vary greatly in length and
depth, and thus are not comparable to a “regular” tutoring session; they may be as brief as a quick question and response from the tutor, or a
more extended and typical tutoring interaction.

The LRC continued to assess individual tutoring, conversation group and most review sessions with feedback surveys, as well as a
once/semester survey of students in science study areas and surveys of both students and faculty about in-class tutoring. Results are
summarized in the Effectiveness section of this analysis.

Writing Center: Demand for Writing Center services has remained steady for the past three years, both in number and scope.  The number
of sessions in the Writing Center has held steady at approximately 3,000 per academic year for the past three years. The breakdown of these
sessions has also been consistent for the past three years: approximately one quarter of these sessions have been with students in
developmental English classes, one quarter with students in English 100 classes, and the remaining half with students in classes across the
curriculum representing every division on campus. Similarly, the number of in-class workshops has remained consistent for the past three
years, averaging more than 150 per year, with about a third for developmental English classes, a third for English 100 classes, and the
remaining third for classes across the curriculum. The new focused workshop service developed in 2013 has grown from approximately 150
workshops in AY13-14 to more than 250 in AY14-15.

The Writing Center continued to assess sessions and in-class and focused workshops with feedback surveys. Results are summarized in the
Effectiveness section of this analysis.

Action Plan Item: Respond to new student and campus needs as they emerge. 
LRC:  No major new needs have emerged in the past year. Every year, several faculty request support for their courses and refer tutor
candidates; after assessing likely demand for the service, the LRC usually hires these recommended tutors. We continue to monitor campus
and system trends in order to respond effectively and promptly to emerging needs.

Writing Center:  The UHCC system-wide developments regarding Developmental Education curriculum have included discussion of the
role that peer support will play, and the Writing Center will work to respond to meet the needs identified in those discussions.
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Action Plan Item: Make improvements in methods of data collection and storage that will streamline the process of gathering, retrieving,
and analyzing data. This should include an effort to codify or summarize the process for future reference. 
At the last HSI conference, the LRC coordinator attempted to gather tutoring program coordinators from throughout the system to discuss
better ways to assess tutoring services for the next ARPD. Unfortunately, few were available to meet, and response to repeated email requests
for input was limited. Even with a robust database, assembling ARPD data continues to be cumbersome and the data itself seems of limited
value in improving our program.  We will continue the conversation with tutoring coordinators across the system to identify measures that
provide helpful assessment guidance for continued development and improvement of support services.

Action Plan Item: An action plan item from earlier years was the upgrade of the LRC website. This project, long overdue, has now been
completed with the launching of an attractive, student-friendly new site.

Demand: 
While Leeward still has relatively high enrollment, there has been a drop from last year. This decrease, along with the growing number of
online course offerings that reduces the need for many students to be on campus, may account for the decrease in the first demand indicator,
Unduplicated number of students tutored in one-on-one sessions per student FTE, from .5 to .43. However, it’s interesting to note that the
total number of individual tutoring sessions per student actually increased; in other words, students who visited either LRC or Writing Center
(or both) actually visited more often:

  2013-14
visits/student

2014-15
visits/student

LRC 2.76 3.0

Writing Center 2.0 2.1

Total 2.26 2.46

 

Frequency of visits is definitely one indication of demand, as well as of student satisfaction and quite possibly of tutoring effectiveness.

Note that the Demand figure cited above does not include all tutoring services: LRC drop-in tutoring and in-class tutoring and Writing Center
in-class and focused workshops are not part of this figure.

Both centers continue to support courses across the curriculum. The Writing Center provides support for courses in every division on campus,
as well as providing college success skills support for students taking any course, and the LRC supports courses from five of the six divisions,
as well as providing computer skills support for students taking any course.

The reported percentage of DevEd students using the Math Lab or the Writing Center for the past two years has averaged around 20%. (The
AY12-13 average of 10% should likely not be compared since the methodology of calculating the percentages has been revised.) The use of
the Emporium model in Math, the reduction in class size in the ALP model in English, and the use of the LA computer lab as an Emporium-
style writing lab provide far more one-on-one instructor-student interaction than the traditional lecture format. This increased individualized
support from instructors, as well as any curriculum changes resulting from the UHCC system-wide discussions, may impact demand for
tutoring for DevEd students. Another possible impact of the ALP model in English and the co-requisite model in Math may be that the
methodology of identifying DevEd students using tutoring may need to be revised to accurately capture the number of students enrolled in
these co-requisite classes who are using tutoring.

Given the above, it seems reasonable to view tutoring demand as Healthy.

Efficiency: 
Approximately 53.5% of total paid hours were spent for individual tutoring sessions, an increase from last year’s figure of 50%; and
approximately 26.7% of total paid hours were spent for group tutoring sessions, including in-class workshops, language groups, review
sessions, and drop-in tutoring outside the LRC. When combined, these two indicators show that 80.2%, approximately four-fifths of tutors'
paid time, was spent in actual contacts with students.

This figure, however, does not tell the whole story. For tutoring services, efficiency really means that tutors are spending their time
productively, with a large portion of it spent actually working directly with students. Time spent tutoring will never approach 100% of paid
time, for a number of reasons:

No shows: Students come late or miss appointments, and waiting time (up to 15 minutes) cannot be used to tutor other students. In the
Writing Center, the rest of the appointment time may be used for walk-ins if they happen to appear; in any case, the writing consultant
remains on duty, and in pay status. In the LRC, the tutor may choose to use the time for other tutoring-related study, and get paid for
the entire appointment time.
Drop-in availability: Nearly half the individual sessions in the Writing Center are drop-in sessions; and this availability of “just in
time” support is in keeping with current theory, but will inevitably lead to some open slots. The Writing Center staff uses these open
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slots for documentation, preparation, training, and other tutoring-focused activities.
Time spent documenting tutoring sessions: Both LRC and Writing Center staff are required to document their sessions; this information
is sent to instructors (with the student’s permission).
Preparation time: Both centers offer workshops, which require preparation for the sessions to be effective. Some tutors may also meet
with instructors to clarify assignments and expectations, or occasionally sit in on a class to get a better sense of an instructor's
expectations.
Training time: in keeping with best practices for tutoring programs and research on what makes tutoring effective, both centers provide
extensive training to tutoring staff. While this is not time spent doing tutoring, it is essential to ensure tutors are prepared with the
requisite skills and knowledge to tutor well.

The last efficiency measure, the cost per hour for tutoring, is $34, a significant decrease from prior year costs of $43 (2012-13) and $40
(2013-14). Looking ahead, it seems likely that, even with no drop in actual efficiency, this figure may increase in the next three-year period,
given the scheduled yearly increases in student help pay scale in July 2015, 2016, and 2017. With these increases, the pay for an entry-level
tutor (A2-1 class/step) will increase from $9.55 in June 2015 to $11.65 in July 2017. 

Given the above analysis, it seems reasonable to view tutoring efficiency as Healthy.

 

 

Effectiveness:

The ARPD’s effectiveness metric, final course grades for students in the courses for which they used tutoring, continues to reflect positively
on tutoring services:

Tutored
Y/N ABC %

A,B,C DFW %
D,F,W

Total
ABC-DFW

Y 1,261 82.0% 277 18.0% 1,538

N 17,938 72.8% 6,707 27.2% 24,645

Grand
Total 19,199 73.3% 6,984 26.7% 26,183

According to this measure, tutoring has made a substantial contribution to student success. In contrast to the 82% success rate of students
who received individual tutoring, the success rate of those who did not receive tutoring in the same courses was 72.8%.  While it is
impossible to attribute the higher success rates for the students who used tutoring entirely to their use of the service, it is reasonable to assert
that tutoring was a factor in their success.

This report assumes that tutoring is effective. Current research on best practices indicates that supplementing instruction and increasing
levels of student engagement contribute to student success.  The LRC and Writing Center implement those best practices by providing
individual and small-group peer tutoring that incorporates guidance on study skills, time management, and available college resources. Tutor
training supplements tutors’ prior knowledge of the latter areas to maximize their positive impact on the students they work with.

The effectiveness of LRC and Writing Center tutoring is increased by the relatively strong demand, range, and penetration of the services.
In the LRC and Writing Center, students received assistance with more than 200 courses in Summer 2014, Fall 2014 and/or Spring 2015.
Through one-on-one tutoring, drop-in tutoring in study areas where students gather, in-class tutoring and workshops, and a variety of other
group supports, many students are able to engage with their more expert peers (tutors), with the course material, and with the college itself.

Evidence of tutoring effectiveness 
Students’ actions and words provide evidence of their satisfaction with tutoring services. When students access tutoring repeatedly, as many
do, it is clear that they consider it to be worth their time. Students’ feedback on surveys is another indication that they find tutoring beneficial.
Both LRC and Writing Center perform these assessments continuously. Results of these surveys are consistently positive, with evaluations of
individual tutoring sessions in both centers, numbering in the thousands per year, averaging 4.9 to 5.0 on a 5-point scale. Other surveys – of
conversation group sessions, in-class tutoring, and drop-in science tutoring – are similarly positive. A discussion of survey results for the past
three years is included in the Comprehensive Review and Evaluation.

Peer tutoring has multiple benefits for students: they develop confidence, master course material, and bond with their peers. Tutors also
benefit, improving their knowledge of the subject and communication skills. Instructors and the college benefit when students succeed and
persist in their studies. Both quantitative and qualitative evidence confirm that peer tutoring is an effective service and a worthy investment
for the college.

Given the above evidence and analysis, it seems reasonable to view tutoring effectiveness as Healthy.
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Part III. Action Plan

ACTION PLANS AND SUMMARY ASSESSMENT: 
In the nearly three and a half years since “the old LRC” moved into the Learning Commons, subdividing into LRC (content tutoring) and
Writing Center, each service area has continued to develop its own identity. Each has established, distinctive programs – in-class and focused
workshops, Skype tutoring, conversation groups, science success workshops – that provide both breadth and depth of support. As already
stated, LRC and Writing Center tutoring are found to be Healthy in regard to Demand, Efficiency, and Effectiveness. Accordingly, our action
plan for the coming year can be summed up as

Continue to provide and assess diverse, peer-delivered academic support services that meet current student and campus needs
Respond to new student and campus needs as they emerge.

Our ability to maintain services and respond to emerging needs will depend, to some extent, on the resources available to us. Much of
the increase in quantity and scope of tutoring delivered in recent years by both centers has been accomplished with special funding separate
from our base budgets. Similarly, for three years (2012 – 15), the Writing Center Assistant, also paid from special funds, provided important
support for Writing Center operations and services. This year, the base budget for tutoring was increased – partly in recognition of our
expanded services and partly in response to the increase in student help pay scale; however, without grant funds, the total funding for the
tutoring program is somewhat lower. The principal impact on the LRC and the Writing Center will be some narrowing in the scope of
services offered; for the Writing Center, the loss of the Writing Center Assistant position has reduced assistance provided to students in
scheduling and computer-related support as well as limited flexibility in providing additional direct support in the Writing Center and in the
classroom. 

An additional challenge is the uncertain status of the LRC clerical position, vacated in June 2015 due to a retirement. If this position is
reallocated, it may place additional stress on LRC and Writing Center operations and is likely to result in a reduced level of customer service
in the LRC and, with the loss of the Writing Center Assistant, in the Writing Center.

Part IV. Resource Implications

OVERALL DIVISION/UNIT/AREA PRIORITIES FOR OPERATING BUDGETS (This category includes Supplies, Student Help,
Technology, Equipment/Furniture, and Travel/Professional Development)

Priority
Item or Action
and improvement
sought

College,
Program, or
Unit Goal

Data supporting request from ARPD
New

Funding
Cost

Estimate

If new funding
not available:
Possibilities for
Extramural
Funding or
Reallocation

1.

6% increase in
student help
funding to cover
scheduled increase
in student pay rate
on 7/1/16 (LRC &
Writing Center)

Goal B: All
Student
Success

Goal E:
sustainability
(maintain
level of
services)

Pay schedule information from Human Resources
$3975

(LRC &
WC)

Concomitant
reduction in
services if
funding is not
available.

2. After above 6%
increase, additional
15% increase in
student help
funding to
maintain and meet
increased demand
for services for
LRC and Writing
Center.

Goal B: All
Student
Success

Goal E:
sustainability
(maintain
level of
services)

 

LRC: Increased demand for content tutoring constitutes a trend.
Additional funding is needed to meet demand.

Individual tutoring visits

Fall 13 610 Spring 14 765 *F15 visits as of 11/18/15; almost 3
wks remain in semester. For
comparable period in F14 = 681
visits and for F13 = 483 visits.

 

Fall 14 857 Spring 15 853

Fall 15 905*  

$10,535

(LRC &
WC)

Reduction in
services (range
of
subjects/services,
number of tutors,
hours of
operation) if
funding is not
available;
inability to keep
up with student
demand.
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*F15 visits are as of 11/18/15 (12.5 wks. Visits for comparable period in
F13 = 483 visits and in F14 = 681 visits.

 

Writing Center: AY15-16 began with an approximate 40% decrease in
funding with the loss of supplemental funding that had supported the
center for the past three years: this dramatic cut in funding resulted in
decreased staffing and reduced hours. More funds are needed to restore
the previous level of services as well as meet anticipated needs of
curriculum changes.

3.
Travel/Professional
Development

Beth & Laurie

Goal D.1: 1.
Recruit,
renew, and
retain a
qualified,
effective,
and diverse
faculty, staff,
and
leadership.

Funding for LRC and Writing Center faculty members to each attend a
professional conference.

$5000

(LRC &
WC)

 

 

PERSONNEL (Positions and Release time)

Priority Item or Action and
improvement sought

College,
Program, or
Unit Goal

Data supporting
request from ARPD

New Funding
Cost Estimate

If new funding not
available:
Possibilities for
Extramural
Funding or
Reallocation

1. Writing Center
Assistant

Goal B: All
Student
Success

Goal E:
sustainability
(maintain level
of services)

 

This position was
funded with Student
Success Committee
funding for AY2012-
13, 2013-14 and
2014-15; those funds
were no longer
available for 2015-
16.

During the past three
years, Writing
Center services have
been used by
students from every
division on campus
in more than 3,000
sessions and 300
workshops per year.
 Student and faculty
feedback about these
services has been
consistently positive.

The additional
support provided by
this position is
needed to maintain
this scope and level
of services.

$15,732

 

46 wks @19
hrs/wk (17
wks/semester
plus 12 weeks
summer) x $18
(approx)/hr
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Program Student Learning Outcomes

No Program Student Learning Outcomes were entered by the program.

 


